We Help Build Best In-Class
Security Operations
We are experts in developing and improving security operations capabilities,
increasing our client’s readiness against attack. We leverage our deep
experience and knowledge of adversary techniques to support our clients, all
the way from point-in-time assessments improving specific defensive capabilities,
to serving as the trusted advisor and partner driving improvements across the entire
security operations program.

Program Development
Whether you are building new adversary detection and simulation teams or looking to
mature existing competencies, we provide an effective approach focused on ensuring
robust prevention, detection, and response capabilities.
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Secure Your Future Against Modern Attacks
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Assessments
Leveraging expertise built across hundreds of environments, our operators use our understanding of
advanced Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) to effectively assess your security posture and
ability to respond to today’s sophisticated attacks.

PENETRATION TESTING

Understand the full impact of a potential
breach and evaluate how effective
security controls work to protect the most
critical assets.

PURPLE TEAM ENGAGEMENTS

Exercise capabilities through attack
techniques to assess breadth and
depth of detections and identify any
deficiencies in coverage.

RED TEAM ENGAGEMENTS

Engagements rooted in the adversarial
analysis mindset, focused on training
and improving detection and response
capabilities.

MATURITY ASSESSMENTS

Evaluate security operations program
capabilities to meet strategic objectives,
not just survive based on individual
competence of a few key individuals.

Our Specialty is Understanding Adversary Tradecraft
Our experience across hundreds of government, defense industry, financial,
and healthcare environments has taught us that the most vital component of
a robust security posture is understanding how adversaries will operate
against the organization’s enterprise environment. We build our
services around that perspective, focused on analyzing
and improving detection capabilities and validating
defensive efforts through attack simulation.
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